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The current business model 

dominates the agenda.Become an ambidextrous 
organisation.Create a protected space in your org 

chart where you invent and test new 

business models and value 

propositions. 

Insisting on
 untested a

nd 

detailed bu
siness plans

.

Use busines
s plans on

ly for exec
ution 

of existing 
businesses.

Distinguishes between non-reversible decisions with substantial 

sunk costs, and reversible decisions like experimenting with a 

new offer.  

The former requires slow and careful decision making.  

The latter requires speed and agility.

Opinions matter more than 
evidence.

Use innovation metrics.
Educate leaders that judging ideas for new value propositions, business models, and growth engines requires evidence from the field rather than just “expert opinion” from leadership. 
Implement processes that judge ideas based not on how they look, but based on the evidence from the field that support them.
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Do it
 you

rself DIY

Roll up your sleeves and internalize the hard work of  

rapid prototyping, testing, learning, and deciding.  

Third parties can help you with the process, but they 

can’t do the work for you

Senior leadership too busy for 
hands-on innovation

Get out of the building

Distinguish between senior leaders who manage 
the present like running factories, and senior 
leaders who are involved in creating the future and 
need to “get out of  the building”.
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Obsess over your customers first when developing 

and testing new value propositions, business 

models, and growth engines. Then, evaluate how 

these new ideas perform in the competitive 

landscape.

Focus on technology risk at the expense of other risks

Test all types of risk
Make sure you test all four types of  risks: desirability, feasibility, viability, and adaptability.

Innovation is career 
limiting

Award innovation

Create different incentive systems for the people focused on 

execution, and the people focused on innovation.  

Make innovation a prestigious job in your company. After all, the 

innovators are ensuring your organization’s survival in an age of  

constant change.

Innovation is siloed from execution

Create a culture where executors 
and innovators collaborateCreate a culture where executors and innovators collaborate 

because they understand each other’s value to the 

organization. Create processes and incentives that grant 

innovators access to customers, brands, and skills so they 

can outcompete the more nimble and agile startup ventures.

Integrating new ideas into the 
execution engine too quickly

Protect new ideas until they 
fully mature
Protect new ideas until they fully mature; for 
example, by locating the project outside of  the 
company’s headquarters.

Ten 
bad habits 
of killing 
innovation 
in your 
company
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